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ABSTRACT In this study, various breast phantom (BP) models for microwave breast imaging (MBI)
are investigated and the creation and assessment of designed models are presented. Symmetrical and
asymmetrical BP models have been constructed. based on 3D printed structures stuffed with various mixed
material combinations that roles various breast tissue layers (skin, healthy fat tissue, glandular tissue,
heterogeneous mix tissue, and tumor tissue) in terms of permittivity over the ultra-wide band frequency
(3.1–10.6GHz) range. However, the main issue in making such phantoms is coming up with adequate
material mixes that mimic those characteristics across the frequency band, as well as creating the phantom
with realistic approach. The complex dielectric characteristics are tested after fabrication with a dielectric
probe kit coupled to a VNA. Then, the measured complex dielectric properties are compared to the real
human breast dielectric values. The symmetrical and asymmetrical phantoms’ integrated structure allows
the tumor and BPs to be dynamically combined to provide a test setup based on MBI technologies. Once the
breast phantom has been produced, antenna arrays are positioned around it to collect scattering parameter
data for tumor characterization. Finally, the extracted feature data was used to reconstruct the image in order
to find the undesirable tumor component within the breast phantom using an imaging algorithm.

15

16

INDEX TERMS Microwave imaging (MWI), breast cancer detection, dielectric characterization, symmet-
rical and asymmetrical breast.

I. INTRODUCTION17

Microwaves have a lot of interest in biomedical applications18

owing to their non-ionizing behavior, low cost, and porta-19

bility [1], [2], [3]. Additionally, multiple investigations have20

demonstrated that, the dielectric characteristics of distinct21

human biological tissues differ significantly at the UWB22
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frequency range [4], [5]. Therefore, in recent years, biomedi- 23

calMWI, especially for breast tumor- cancer diagnosis, repels 24

strong attention [6], [7], [8], [9]. The dielectric difference that 25

may exist between a healthy tissues and malignant tissues is 26

of particular interest in this type of utilization of microwave 27

imaging. According to reference [10], the inconvenience ratio 28

betweenmalignant and benign adipose breast tissue layers 10. 29

However, the percentage of those detected samples between 30

tumors and normal fibroconnective–glandular tissues are less 31
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than 10%, making MWI difficult to detect such cancers.32

In literature, there are many microwave imaging systems33

specialized to breast cancer detection [7] are currently under-34

going clinical trials, despite the fact that microwave imaging35

is still a developing technique for medical imaging that is36

not yet accepted as a substitute for magnetic resonance imag-37

ing (MRI) or X-ray computed tomography (CT). However,38

before the clinical testing, the imaging systems must be eval-39

uated by using reference anthropomorphic phantoms model40

to evaluate their performance in realistic environments. These41

reference BPs must meet the following criteria: Its structure42

must be like that of the human breast, and the dielectric43

characteristics of their constituent materials must be similar44

to those of the abovementioned portion’s numerous biological45

tissues [11].46

The construction of a novel symmetrical and most realistic47

asymmetrical phantoms with various diameters of tumors is48

presented in this work. The dielectric properties of each layer49

are measured, and a 3D printed shape with a complicated real50

human like structure is provided to make the phantom model51

more suitable in the MBI system experiments.52

The following is a breakdown of how the paper is53

structured. The process utilized to make symmetrical and54

asymmetrical breast molds are described in Section 2. The55

production and characterization techniques for the various56

breast tissues are described in section 3 based on the literature57

findings. In Section 4, the measured dielectric parameters for58

each layer are shown, as well as a 3D shape with a detailed59

structure, that resembles a human breast, tomake the phantom60

more suitable for MBI system experiments. The basic results61

of the asymmetrical breast phantom imaging with the MBI62

system are also explored in section 5. Finally, a conclusion63

section has been added to sum up the article.64

II. 3D-PRINTED STRUCTURES65

Utilization of breast phantoms in the evaluation of microwave66

imaging systems is critical. Diverse phantoms were created67

by various researchers [9]. Moreover, the development of68

extremely realistic breast phantoms has received high atten-69

tion in recent years. A 3D printed breast phantom with70

an interior like the true fibro glandular tissue distribution71

obtained from the anatomy of a real human breast using72

CubePro Trio 3D Printer is demonstrated in this part. How-73

ever, several types of 3D printing materials (filaments) have74

recently become available on the market. Two distinct types75

of: 3D-Prima Conductive ABS and PLA have been tested for76

dielectric and printing characteristics. The permittivity of the77

breast molds was measured using filament samples printed78

from the molds (as seen in the section 4). Both materials79

have values that are similar to those of air, according to80

the data. As a result, they are more ideal for incorporating81

dielectrically dense fabrics (gland tissue, tumors) that imitate82

liquids and materials, either by obviating the need for an83

additional non anatomical dielectric boundary layer or, at the84

least, by enhancing the transmission coefficient.85

A. INTERIOR PHANTOM STRUCTURE 86

The breast phantom’s anatomy was recreated using anatom- 87

ical representations and CT scans [12]. The anatomy of the 88

breast can be divided into four main primary structures, 89

as shown in Figure 1, for the creation of a phantom: lactifer- 90

ous ducts, and skin, mammary glands (fibro glandular tissue) 91

and adipose tissues (fat) [13]. 92

In most of the existing MBI systems on the market, the 93

breast is in a direct contact with the system’s surface. As a 94

result, during measurement, the breast should correspond to 95

the contour of the prototype. The experimental appraisal of 96

conformal prototype, on the other hand, required the phantom 97

models to have exact identical shape and anatomy of the real 98

human breast. The authors create two sorts of BPs in this 99

scenario: symmetrical and asymmetrical phantoms. 100

FIGURE 1. Breast anatomy - adapted from (https://commons.
wikimedia.org/).

B. SYMMETRICAL BREAST PHANTOM STRUCTURE 101

The phantom is made up of four symmetrical chambers cre- 102

ated by two inside 3D printed containers as illustrated in 103

Figure 2. The BP is depicted in a schematic picture. A is for 104

overview, B is for oblique view from above, C is for skin layer, 105

D is for interior container, and a-d is for chambers. 106

The proposed 3-D mold enables for reproducing the breast 107

anatomy’s inter-individual diversity, particularly the fact that 108

the proportion of fat tissue increases with age [14]. 109

To begin with, a mixture that simulates adipose tissue 110

can be used to fill the outer chamber (a), while adipose or 111

mammary gland tissue imitation might be used to fill the 112

gap between the inner and outer chambers (b). Moreover, the 113

mixture with the electrical characteristics of breast mammary 114

gland can be introduced in the interior chamber (c) and 115

the mixture that presents the lactiferous ducts can be filled 116

into the lower interior chamber (d). It will be filled from 117
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FIGURE 2. Symmetrical breast phantom mold. A overview, B view from
above, C outer container, D interior container, E inner container.

FIGURE 3. 3D printer with 3D printed symmetrical breast phantom
containers.

above and separated with a 3D printed separator. Further-118

more, different structures can be merged to present tumors,119

which can be 3D printed or another produced type, thanks120

to the employment of open-top configuration. It might be121

positioned in several locations to provide for the existence of a122

tumor.123

However, the containers are 3D printed out of Proto-Pasta124

conductive (PLA) as shown in Figure 3.125

C. ASYMMETRICAL BREAST PHANTOM STRUCTURE126

The asymmetrical structure more accurately replicates the127

natural form of the anatomy, and it prevents the production128

of visual artifacts that are common in symmetrical structures.129

On the other hand, by using an asymmetrical phantom rep-130

resenting the inner breast anatomy, the poor performance of131

imaging algorithms that rely on symmetric phantom features132

could be easily ‘‘uncovered’’ [14]. The phantom ismade up of133

four asymmetrical chambers created by two inside 3D printed134

containers as shown in Figure 4. However, the containers are 135

3D printed out of Proto-Pasta conductive (PLA) as shown in 136

Figure 5. 137

FIGURE 4. Asymmetrical breast phantom mold. A overview, B view from
above, C outer container, D interior container.

FIGURE 5. 3D printer with 3D printed asymmetrical breast phantom
containers.

III. BREAST TISSUES DIELECTRIC FEATURES AND 138

MANUFACTURING PROCUTURE 139

A. BREAST TISSUES LAYERS DIELECTRIC FEATURES 140

Table 1 lists the characteristics of a variety of breast phantoms 141

that was described throughout the last decade. The phan- 142

toms’ shapes and models can be simple geometrical shaped 143

structures as homogeneous interior layers and more realisti- 144

cally shapes as heterogeneous interior layers. Designed breast 145

phantoms are made of a variety of materials, ranging from 146

dielectric characteristics that are near to those of breast tissue 147

at specific frequencies to tissue mimicking materials [15] 148

that perfectly approximate the dielectric properties of certain 149

breast tissue throughout a wide frequency range. However, 150
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TABLE 1. Review of previous research on bp for MWI applications.

TABLE 2. Composition of the bp.

FIGURE 6. Representation of the breast phantom components preparation process.

Individual realistic breast phantom models that precisely151

replicate the shape, structural complexity, and microwave152

frequency dielectric characteristics of skin, fat, gland, het-153

erogeneous mix tissue and tumor in the human breast are154

needed, which motivates our current research. For both sym- 155

metrical and asymmetrical phantoms, the features listed in 156

[10] and [21] are still considered as most important properties 157

of breast development. 158
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B. FABRICATION PROTOCOL159

To prepare each layer of the BP, the components and ratios are160

taken from Table 2. Fabrication and preparation of the differ-161

ent compositions of the breast phantom such as lactiferous162

ducts, skin, adipose tissues (fat), mammary glands (gland),163

Heterogeneous mix tissue (HMT) and tumor are made from164

various combinations of distilled water, wheat flour, pure165

petroleum jelly, olive oil, and Sodium Chloride (NaCl). The166

quantity is measured according to Table 2 (step1), and all167

steps are carried out at room temperature. The production168

method begins by adding gradually distilled water to wheat169

flour in a beaker to form a thick syrup (step 2). Due to its170

high dielectric characteristics over a wide frequency range171

(WFR), water is employed as a primary source of permittivity.172

However, stirring must be done slowly and carefully, rather173

than aggressively, as air bubbles might form and influence the174

dielectric characteristics. After that, NaCl is added in order175

to improve the conductivity of the mixtures (step3). This176

procedure with distilled water is applicable for fabricating177

heterogeneous mix tissue, skin and mammary glands. The oil178

is used alternatively for fabricating the adipose tissues (fat)179

in a same procedure with using pure petroleum jelly (P.P.J),180

since oil and P.P.J have low permittivity, which is ideal for181

decreasing the permittivity of phantom’s fat. Finally, a small182

amount of different powder dyes was added to distinguish the183

different components of the breast (step4). Figure 6 shows184

the overall concepts for producing the phantom components.185

The materials utilized to fabricate the phantom components186

have excellent mechanical qualities, making it simple to con-187

struct the breast phantom by layering various components.188

The fabricated components are presented in Figure 7. In the189

next phase, the electrical properties of the produced compo-190

nents are validated.191

FIGURE 7. Fabricated components of the breast phantom (a) skin, (b) fat,
(c) gland, (d) HMT and (e) tumor.

C. MEASUREMENT METHOD OF THE COMPLEX192

DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES193

The measurements have been carried out up to 12 GHz since,194

this range between 2-12GHz includes that of many MBI195

studies in literature. In addition, this range provides to exactly196

compare the measurement results of the proposed breast parts197

presented in this study and the reference study. Besides this,198

the frequency range of utilized antenna in MBI (4-10 GHz) 199

fits with this investigated frequency range of breast layers in 200

terms of electromagnetic properties. 201

The dielectric characteristics of the fabricated tissue- 202

mimicking breast phantom are measured by using an Agi- 203

lent PNA-L Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) and Agilent 204

85070E open-end coaxial linked probe kit. The Agilent 205

85070E dielectric probe kit includes a coaxial probe (see 206

Figure 8(a)) could measure relative dielectric constants at 207

frequencies ranging from 200 MHz to 20 GHz. This method 208

is easy to use as non-destructive testing and could be used 209

in both in-vivo and ex-vivo measurements over a WFR. The 210

phase and amplitude of the reflected signal at the end of a 211

coaxial probe inserted or submerged into solid, semi-solid, 212

or liquid samples for measurement are used to determine 213

the dielectric characteristics. In order to correct the post- 214

calibration measurement, the VNA was initially calibrated 215

using an open, short, and matched load prior to calibrating 216

the open ended coaxial-line probe with measurements on air, 217

a short circuit block, and distilled water. 218

FIGURE 8. Measurement Setup: (a) Probe calibration with open circuit,
(b) Probe calibration with short circuit block, and (c) Probe calibration
with sterile water (Load).

The cross-section schematics of the employed coaxial 219

probe with its electric field orientation are shown in fig. 9. 220

The probe is made up of a shorter section of transmission line 221

on which the EM waves propagate. The phase and amplitude 222

of the reflected signals are generated when the probe and the 223

targeted tissue sample have different impedances, which are 224

then transformed into complex permittivity values by using 225

the VNA. Different methods have been developed to convert 226

the measured reflection coefficient to permittivity [22], [23], 227

[24], [25]. The complex relative permittivity of a sample can 228

thus be calculated from S11 using the bilinear equation shown 229

below [25]. 230

ε∗r =
C1S11 − C2

C3 − S11
(1) 231

With complex calibration constants C1, C2, and C3, calcu- 232

lated as follows: 233

C1 =
1− S ′22

jωZ0C0(1+ S ′22)
+

Cf
C0

(2) 234

C2 =
S ′11 − S

′

11S
′

22 + S
′

12S
′

21

jωZ0C(1+ S ′22)
+

f (S ′11 + S
′

11S
′

22 − S
′

12S
′

21)

C0(1+ S ′22)
235

(3) 236
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C3 =
S ′11 + S

′

11S
′

22 − S
′

12S
′

21

1+ S ′22
(4)237

where Cf is capacitance determined by fringing-field238

effects inside the probe, C0 is capacitance determined by239

fringing-field effects outside the probe tip that couple to240

the sample, and Z0 is the coaxial transmission line’s real241

characteristic impedance (Z0 = 50).242

However, today, this process is generally done automati-243

cally by software embedded in the VNA [26].244

Figure 8(b)-(c) shows the initial calibration phase of the245

VNA and coaxial probe with sterile water and a short circuit246

block. After then, all the phantom samples are analyzed in the247

UWB frequency, and they are split independently to ensure248

that the probe has enough contact with the sample while249

taking measurements.250

A visual examination of the inside half of each individual251

sample is performed to determine consistency. Moreover,252

to ensure that there is no space between the probe and the253

sample, the outer surface is designed as flat surface including254

sand (Figure 9).255

Finally, five test data of each sample are taken at different256

positions throughout the surface for better accuracy and the257

mean value is then utilized to derive the final results. The258

phantom component measuring setup is depicted in figure 10.259

The measurement appears to be done as correctly as possible,260

with an average percentage error of less than 2%.261

The probe kit presents data in terms of complex262

permittivity:263

ε∗ = εr − jε
′′

(5)264

where εr is the real component of permittivity (also referred265

to as the relative permittivity) and ε’’ is the imaginary part of266

permittivity. The electrical conductivity, σ , is related to ε’’ by267

the equation below:268

ε
′′

=
σ

ωε0
(6)269

where ω is the frequency in radians and εo denotes the free270

space permittivity.271

FIGURE 9. Schematics of the probe in cross-section with the electric field
orientation.

IV. THE BP ELEMENTS’ DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES272

The produced BP components’ dielectric characteristics273

are measured and compared to the reference relative274

FIGURE 10. Measurement setup of the breast phantom components.

(Target) complex permittivity and conductivity, as shown 275

in Figure 11. 276

Although the study covered the range of 2 to 12 GHz, 277

we chose 3 GHz as a reference to compare our findings with 278

those provided by [21]. Since the breast mold’s shape is not 279

flat, we measured data (permittivity and conductivity) from 280

various BP mold corns to ensure that the mold’s permittivity 281

is low compared to the components of the breast phantoms 282

and won’t affect the results. However, there are also some 283

errors in themeasurement due to the accuracy and the temper- 284

ature of the model; probe position; environmental parameter 285

change; probe contamination; imperfect connection; cable 286

movement, etc.’’ 287

Nevertheless, for both symmetrical and asymmetrical 288

phantoms, the features listed in [10] and [21] Table 1 are 289

still considered the most important properties of breast 290

development. 291

TABLE 3. Dielectric properties of the breast phantom.

As a result, the relative dielectric permittivity of the skin, 292

fat, gland, heterogeneous mix tissue (HMT) and tumor ranges 293
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from 37–20, 5–3.6, 48–29, 38–21, and 56–36, respectively,294

as seen in the first measurement. The conductivity of the295

phantom components stated above ranges from 1.1–2.1,296

0.1–1.0, 0.3–3, 1.2–2.6, and 1.25–4.7 (in S/m).297

FIGURE 11. Dielectric properties of breast phantom: (a) measured and
reference relative permittivity; (b) measured and reference conductivity
against frequency.

However, to evaluate the effectiveness of the electrical298

properties of the breast phantom’s components and to prove299

that the breast phantom is assumed to be homogeneous, the300

open-ended coaxial probe is placed at four more random301

locations. The deviation of measured electrical properties302

are in acceptable range Table 3 shows data from multiple303

positions of phantom components at frequency of 3 GHz,304

as well as their mean value.305

As a result, the measured breast phantom model exhibits306

more realistic properties of real human breast tissue, allowing307

the electromagnetic breast imaging system to be evaluated.308

Figure 12 depicts the process of adding phantom components309

FIGURE 12. (a) Symmetrical and (b) asymmetrical fabricated breast
phantom.

FIGURE 13. (a) The antenna design, and (b)-(e) the fabricated prototype.
(The antenna parameters have been both simulated and measured.)

to a 3D breast mold. The skin is the first component to be 310

inserted, followed by, fat, gland, heterogeneous mix tissue 311

and tumor, respectively. Figure 12 shows how a 7 mm diame- 312

ter straw was placed into the mold during the pouring process 313

to create a hole for depositing the tumor material. 314
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FIGURE 14. (a) S11, (b) the realized gain, and (c) the efficiency of the
antenna.

V. SAMPLE IMAGES CREATED WITH MWI SYSTEM315

USING THE ASYMMETRICAL BREAST PHANTOM316

This section examines sample images created from the317

MBI experiment configuration described at [27] with the318

FIGURE 15. Proposed setup.

FIGURE 16. (a)-(b) Imaging system setup with asymmetrical breast,
(c) Phantom with a tumor inside the phantom, and (d) phantom with two
tumors.

proposed asymmetrical breast phantom, where backscat- 319

tered signals are acquired using a microwave antenna 320
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FIGURE 17. Measured MWI results of the BP (a) BP without tumor, (b) BP with a tumor inside and (c) BP with
two tumors.
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TABLE 4. Comparison of produced tissue-mimicking breast phantoms with existing phantoms. Table 4 uses bold to emphasize the suggested analysis’
attributes in comparison to existing literature.

sensor and images are constructed using a MATLAB321

script.322

To start with, authors at [27] propose an UWB array 323

antenna based on AMC structure. UWB is achieved by 324
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introducingmodified SRR into the patch as well as the ground325

as seen in figure 13. The antenna array was built and tested.326

The MTM AMC layout has been shown to enhance per-327

formance of the antenna, specially gain and directivity. The328

antenna has a higher BW of 7 GHz (4.1-9.7GHz), according329

to the findings in figure 14. Aside from that, a good radiation330

efficiency of even more than 85% is achieved, as well as a331

realized gain of 5.1 dBi. The antenna is a serious contender332

for MBI applications due to its compact size, high gain, and333

UWB capability.334

Furthermore, the antenna fulfills excellently in both fre-335

quency and time domains. As shown in Figure 15, an exper-336

imental MBI was performed using the proposed BP and337

antennas. This configuration was used to collect the data.338

Furthermore, scattering signals are produced by the339

interference of microwave signals from antennas and breast340

tissues. Antenna 1 emits and antenna 2 receives all backscat-341

tered and transmitted signals The transmission parameters342

are completely determined by the antenna path. The shallow343

depths beneath the skin layer are represented by the majority344

of the reflected parameters. The signals are bounced off to the345

opposite side of phantom and significantly attenuated. The346

reflected signals can be perfectly detected by an antenna with347

a higher gain and a lower reflection coefficient. The phantom348

was then displaced by 1 cm steps to achieve the best results349

with this MBI system. A board with 10 steps was marked350

appropriately between 0 and 10 cm and then deposited on a351

rotating table that rotated 90◦ to scan the breast on X and Y352

directions.353

The Figure 16 shows the different setup of MWI system354

with asymmetrical breast phantom. Figure16(b) depicts a355

fabricated BP devoid of a tumor. Figure 16(c)-(d) shows the356

BPwith a tumor inserted at a distance of 8mm from the radius357

with a diameter of 10 mm, and the two tumors inserted in358

different locations, the second one at a distance of 24 mm359

from the radius with a diameter of 5 mm.360

Additionally, a variety of data sets are obtained at 8GHz,361

including phantoms without tumors; phantoms with one362

tumor, and phantoms with two tumors. The antenna has the363

lowest measured loss coefficient and a high measured gain364

at 8GHz, allowing the MWI results to be used to predict the365

presence of small tumors. Figure 17 depicts all the sample366

images from the varying cases.367

Figure 17(a) shows the image without the tumor and368

several lighter clutters due to the glandular tissue’s signifi-369

cantly greater dielectric, but Figure 17 (b)-(c) clearly show370

the presence of one and two tumors, respectively. After371

examining the backscattering signals, the position and size372

of cancerous tissue cells were discovered to have a significant373

impact on the reconstructed images, whichmay be considered374

a systematic review of MBI systems.375

VI. A COMPARISON OF THE FABRICATED BREAST376

PHANTOMS WITH EXISTING PHANTOMS377

The produced tissue-mimicking BP and its abilities to detect378

cancer are compared to current developed breast phantoms379

in Table 4. The suggested tissue mimicking BP including 380

the most tissue parts is highly close to a real human breast 381

according to the analysis tabulated in Table 4. On the one 382

hand, the authors present the breast phantom in the form 383

of a cylinder at [28], [29], [30]. The authors at [31], on the 384

other hand, use a hemisphere mold and prepare the different 385

tissue layers separately for molding, which takes more time. 386

However, the use of the 3D printed breast phantom with 387

an interior like the true fibro glandular tissue distribution 388

obtained from the anatomy of a real human breast simplifies 389

the fabrication process. Moreover, the building materials of 390

the proposed BPs are accessible on the market at low cost and 391

have excellent mechanical qualities, making it simple to con- 392

struct the breast phantom by layering various components. 393

VII. CONCLUSION 394

Realistic phantoms are an innovative technique for determin- 395

ing the viability of new technologies, lowering the number 396

of human and animal experiments in medical research, and 397

optimizing design concepts that can be used to treat diseases. 398

This work discusses the manufacture and measurement of 399

medical breast phantom models. Two types of phantoms, 400

symmetrical and asymmetrical withmultiple layers of tissues, 401

are produced separately, and a complex anatomy of a real 402

human breast is constructed. These breast phantoms could 403

be utilized to create a reliable and adaptable test platform 404

for microwave tumor detection systems. The phantoms have 405

five layers of skin, fat, gland, heterogeneous mix tissue 406

and tumor that may be imaged using hemispheric confor- 407

mal imaging systems.To validate the phantom qualities, the 408

dielectric characteristics data are presented and compared to 409

theoretical findings. The breast phantoms have a lifetime of 410

one week after proper preservation in ambient air (T= 32◦C) 411

and longer in the refrigerator. Then, breast phantoms retain 412

their properties for up to a week. As a result, the research 413

described in this study has more realistic characteristics of 414

an authentic human breast to test the breast cancer detection 415

system’s performance. Since, the proposed breast phantom 416

models have the exact identical shape and anatomy of the 417

real human breast, compared to the other works seen in [28], 418

[29], and [30], where the authors used a cylindrical shape 419

as a breast mold. Finally, sample images created with breast 420

cancer detection systems from scanning of the proposed 421

asymmetrical phantom in various settings (without and with 422

tumors with high-resolution imaging) are also discussed. 423
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